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Kalwall Corrosion Resistant Finish (KCRF™)

Standard System Finish

Description:
Kalwall Corrosion Resistant Finish is a high-performance architectural coating for aluminum components. The spray-applied, air-dried, two-part system, including the latest chemically curable fluoropolymer resins, permits large welded and mechanically assembled Kalwall components to be finished as a unit. Field touch-ups with the same coatings are easily performed. KCRF is formulated per AAMA 2605 criteria and exceeds the performance requirements of AAMA 2604. KCRF is available in standard and custom colors. A 10-year finish warranty is available.

Standard KCRF Colors:

Note:
These color swatches are approximations of the actual standard KCRF color palette. Physical samples on aluminum substrates are available for final selection. All Kalwall samples are best viewed under natural daylight. Please visit KALWALL.COM or call us to make a sample request or submit your specifications for custom color swatches.

aluminum #79
white #00
bone white #21B
gray #80
black #95
bronze #85
brick #88
banner red #90
minuette #03
blue #15
coro blue #48
mountain green #70
hartford green #75
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